Postnatal development of the internal auditory canal studied by computer-aided three-dimensional reconstruction and measurement.
Postnatal development of the internal auditory canal (IAC) was investigated in 20 normal human temporal bones obtained from individuals 1 month to 72 years old. Computer-aided three-dimensional reconstruction and measurement of bones showed that the superior, inferior, anterior, and posterior walls of the IAC lengthen significantly from birth until about 10 years of age, with development mainly attributable to lengthening of the part of the IAC medial to the foramen singulare. The lengths of the part of the IAC lateral to the foramen singulare and of the transverse crest and Bill's bar did not appear to develop postnatally. The IAC diameter increased slightly at the porus for about the first year after birth, but not at the fundus or the middle portion of the canal. This finding was confirmed by studying the shape of the IAC. Postnatal increases in the volume of the IAC followed patterns similar to that of increases in length of studying the shape of the IAC. Postnatal increases in the volume of the IAC followed patterns similar to that of increases in length of the IAC walls. These results show that postnatally the IAC increases significantly in length until about 10 years of age and slightly in diameter until about 1 year of age, especially medial to the foramen singulare. This concentration of growth of the IAC medially implies that its postnatal development is mainly due to growth of the bone around the otic capsule, which has implications for IAC surgery.